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NOTESAND NEWS.

Dr.Oskar Loew of the University of Munich has been called to

the University of Tokio as professor of agricultural chemistry.

Rev. C. F. Maxwell, of Dublin, Texas, is engaged on dwwmgsof

Ae oaks of western Texas which he expects to publish next summer

after the style of Kellogg's West American Oaks.

The papers and DISCO ions before the Society for the IWotion

of Agricultural Science at its Madison meeting occupy the larger par

of the Aug.-Sept. number of Agricultural Science.
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lar report of the Wisconsin Station for 1892 is an illustrated article by
F. H. King on the natural distribution of roots in field soils, contain-
ing important additions to our knowledge of the rooting habits of
plants, and articles by E. S. Goff upon use of fungicides, and the de-
terioration of the natural vigor of strawberry plants through the con-
tinued action of spot disease (Ramularia Tulasnei). The latter points
out a danger to the successful growing of crops that has not yet been
sufficiently well recognized.

Among recent station bulletins are the following having botanical
interest: "Colorado weeds," by C. S. Crandall (Colo. no. 23). Beside
some general observations nine kinds of weeds are described and fig-

ured; three of the kinds are illustrated both from pen sketches and
photographs, and it is very noticeable that the former method is

adapted to show more detail of structure, and the latter to better pre-
sent the habit of the plant. "Loco and larkspur," by David O'Brine
(Colo. no. 25), is an interesting subject, which receives preliminary treat-

ment from the chemist's and physiologist's standpoint, with the tenta-
tive conclusion that those species of Astragalus and related plants
called loco weeds are not responsible for the loco disease. L. H.
Pammel and F. C. Stewart (Iowa no. 21), write, the former upon bac-
teria connected with the dairy, and the latter upon the impurities of
clover seed.

Mr. Henry L. Clarke, of the University of Chicago, in the Ameri-
can Naturalist for September, publishes a paper on "The philosophy
of flower seasons", which suggests a very interesting field of research.
The field is suggested in somewhat shadowy outline, and the illustra-

tions used are meant to be of the most general kind. After passing
in review the large groups as represented in the "Manual range", and
pointing out their season of blooming, the general deduction is made
that "from early spring to late autumn there is a progression in the
general character of the flower-groups, from the lower to the higher,
successive groups succeeding each other in time, parallel groups com-
ing synchronously." Various modifying conditions are mentioned,
such as the necessities of pollination.

The dates of publication of the parts of Torrey & Gray's "Flora
of North America" and Hooker & Arnott's "Botany of Beechey's
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i'art 6 (pp. 241-288), no indication of date; Parts 7 and 8 (pp. 289-

384), 1840; Parts 9 and 10 (pp. 385-486), 1841. In the case of the

Botany Beechey the dates are obtained from those of the new genera
as given in Yivfttx'sNomenclator; and hence the date of Part 6, con-

taining no new genera, is left with no clue.


